Goals The 10 Rules for Achieving Success by Gary Ryan Blair

Rule #1 Be Decisive
   You define Yourself by Your Decisions

Rule #2 Stay Focused
   Focus = Follow One Course Until Successful

Rule #3 Write Your Goals
   Who, What, Where, When, How and Why
   Specific, Measurable, Time Deadline

Rule #4 Plan Thoroughly
   Focus, Coordination, Standards, Preparation, Roadblocks, Creative
   Thinking, Exit Plan

Rule #5 Involve Others
   Accessibility to Experience, Knowledge and Wisdom; Support

Rule #6 Welcome Failure
   Measures personal investment, tests character, requires courage and
   commitment

Rule #7 Take Purposeful Action
   Continuous action toward attainment of goal, definite purpose

Rule #8 Inspect What You Expect
   Tells you where you are. Tells you how you are doing
   If you can’t measure it, you can’t manage it

Rule #9 Reward Yourself
   Provides encouragement and remind us what we have achieved
   Rewards commensurate with accomplishment; personal

Rule #10 Maintain Personal Integrity
   Commitment to Your Commitment, Keeping Your Promise to Achieve Your
   Goal, Keep Dream Alive

Successful People Succeed Because They Work The Entire Combination—All 10 Rules to Turn

DREAMS INTO REALITY